College of Engineering (COE) Gift Designations
2000-2001 Aid to Higher Ed Engineering School
2001 Aid to Higher Ed Society Women Engineers
2003 Aid to Higher Ed Society Black Engineers
3M Chemical Engineering
3M Chemical Engineering Scholarships
3M College of Engineering Special Grant
3M Nontenured Faculty Research Grant
Abbott HOME Freshman Scholarship
Aerospace Eng UTC ASHRAE
Aerospace Engineering ASHRAE Student Chapter
Aerospace Studies
Agilent Technologies Partnership in Engineering
Agricultural Engineering
Agricultural Engineering Energy Demonstration
Agricultural Engineering Scholarships
AIAS Student Organization
AICHE Student Chapter Support
Alcoa Engineering Scholarship
Alcoa Joint International Projects
Alcoa Student Exchange Program
Aluminum Based Design/Mini Baja Project
Aluminum Design Mini Baja
American Association of Black Engineers
American Institute for Chemical Engineers Fund
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
AMIE/NAVSEA Scholarship
Anthony TJ Jackson EE Scholarship
Anthony TJ Jackson Scholarship
Applied Materials Scholars Program
Architectural Engineering Class of 1997 Scholarship
Architectural Engineering Clemson Water Resistant
Architectural Engineering Department
Architectural Engineering Endowed Scholarship Fund
Architectural Engineering Institute
Architectural Engineering Scholarships
ASCE Conference Sponsorship
ASCE Student Chapter
ASME Fund
Association of Computing Machinery
Auto Robotics Program Competition
Automobile Pervasive & Embedded Design Lab Development
Bassirou Scock Scholarship Fund
British Petroleum Minority Engineers
CAAE Engineering Scholarship
Cargill Diversity Engineering
Cargill Diversity Mechanical/Chemical Engineering
Carla Macon Granville Engineering Scholarship
Carla Macon Granville Industrial Engineering Scholarship
Caterpillar Excellence School/College of Engineering
Center for Energy Research & Technology
Center for Power Electronic Systems Camp
Center for Student Success Academic Enhancement
Charles Fountain Endowed Scholarship Landscaping
Charles Steepleton Scholarship
Charlie and Cleo Pleasant Scholarship in Architectural Engineering
Chemical Eng AIChE Student Chapter
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Engineering Cooperative Education Programs
Chemical Engineering Dow Grant
Chemical Engineering DuPont Grants
Chemical Engineering Ed Aid Program
Chemical Engineering Fund
Chemical Engineering Internships
Chemical Engineering Lab Equipment Upgrade
Chemical Engineering Multimedia Education
Chemical Engineering Research Grant Kenneth Roberts
Chemical Engineering Scholarships
Chemical Engineering Student Development
Chemical Engineering Undergrad Faculty Sabbatical
Chemical Engineering Workshop
Chen Scholarship
Christopher George Chavis Endowed Scholarship Fund
Civil & Environmental Engineering/Multimedia Education
Civil Engineering Department
Civil Engineering Scholarship
Civil Engineering Stipends
Civil, Architectural, Agricultural Environmental Engineering
Civil--Research Supply Fund
Clare Boothe Luce Fellowship
Clark Construction Scholarship Fund
COE Alcoa Scholars Program
COE Counseling
COE Faculty Development
COE New Building Planning Fund
COE UNCF Lorraine Lepere Scholarship
College of Engineering
College of Engineering / Grant for Diversity Programs
College of Engineering Advisory Board
College of Engineering Affirmative Action
College of Engineering Aid-to-Education
College of Engineering Alumni Lab & Classroom Support
College of Engineering Alumni Reunion Breakfast
College of Engineering Alumni Scholarship
College of Engineering Ambassadors Salary
College of Engineering Ambassadors Stipends
College of Engineering Ambassadors Supplies
College of Engineering Ambassadors Uniforms
College of Engineering Boeing Endowed Chair
College of Engineering Book Scholarship
College of Engineering Bridge and Innovative Program
College of Engineering Bridge Program
College of Engineering Curriculum Development
College of Engineering Curriculum Enhancement
College of Engineering Dean's Endowed Scholarship Fund
College of Engineering Design Project
College of Engineering Diversity Program
College of Engineering Diversity Scholarships
College of Engineering DuPont
College of Engineering Education Program
College of Engineering Electro Science Lab
College of Engineering STEM Initiative
College of Engineering Student Development
College of Engineering Student ELITE Development Center
College of Engineering Student Organization Support
College of Engineering Student Organizations
College of Engineering Student/Faculty Exchange Program
College of Engineering Summer Bridge Institute
College of Engineering Supplemental Instructor/Peer Mentor
College of Engineering USX Foundation
College of Engineering Verizon Scholarships
College of Engineering Xerox Scholarship
Comer-Dunn Endowed Scholarship
Composite Materials Program
Computer Engineering Scholars Program
Computer Programming Challenge
Computer Science Applied Aggie Pride
Computer Science Boot Camp
Computer Science Competition
Computer Science Department
Computer Science Honor Society (UPE)
Computer Science Lab
Computer Science Mentoring & Tutoring Program
Computer Science Resource Center
Computer Science Scholarships
Computer Science Support of IS
Computer Science Undergraduate Researchers
Computer Sciences/AG Communications
Corning Engineering Team Adoption
Corning Science & Tech
Cummins HOME Book Scholarship Fund
DCC Minority & Women's Merit Scholarship
Dominion Advanced Power Lab
Dominion Senior Design Project
Dr Stephanie G Adams Professional Development Endowed Fund
Dr. John C. Kelly Endowed Scholarship
Dr. Sung H. Yoon Endowed Scholarship
Dudley High School Magnet School Tech Honors League
Duke Energy Day
Duke Power Distinguished Prof. Endowment
DuPont/Mechanical Engineering Grants
Educational Outreach Program
EE&CE Student Chapter
Electrical & Computer Engineering Mechantronics Lab
Electrical & Computer Engineering Undergraduate Researchers
Electrical & Computer Engineering/Multimedia Education
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
Electrical and Computer Engineering Summer Program
Electrical Computer Engineering Department
Electrical Engineering MITSS
Electrical Engineering & Computer Engineer Student Chapter
Electrical Engineering Curriculum Development
Electrical Engineering Department
Electrical Engineering Equipment
Electrical Engineering Equipment Upgrade (Lab)
Electrical Engineering Minority Scholarship
Electrical Engineering Scholarships
Electrical Engineering Sprint Scholarship
Electrical Engineering/Wearable Computing Project
Eli Lilly Home Scholars Program
Eli Lilly Science Design Competition
Engineer Starter Program
Engineering Faculty Development
Engineering Senior Project
Engineering Undergraduate Research
Engineering Undergraduate Research Program
Engineers Week
E-Teaching Initiatives
Extended Engineering (XCEL) Scholarship Program
First Challenge/First Robotics Competition
First Year Engineering Lab
Ford Advanced Education Program
Ford Renewable Energy Summer Program
Freelon Group Architects Endowed Scholarship
GE Foundation Scholars
General Engineering Scholarships
Geomatics Program
Geomatics Scholarship
Gerard E Gray Scholarship
Gerard E. Gray Endowed Scholarship
GM Sullivan Fellowship Program
GMC Computer Science Scholarship
GMC Engineering Scholars
GMC Minority Engineering/Science Scholarship Program
Golden Leaf Collaborative for Excellence in STEM
Graduate Engineering Student Alliance
Hands On Learning Center Initiative
Hands On Learning Initiative
HOME Scholarship Fund
Human Factor and Ergonomics Society
IE Sloan Foundation Tuition
IEEE Electrical Engineering Unrestricted
IEEE Regional Design Competition
IEEE Student Chapter
IIE Student Conference
Industrial & Systems Engineering/Recruitment/Retention
Industrial Engineering Curriculum Development
Industrial & Systems Engineering/Multimedia Education
Industrial and Systems Engineering Department
Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering - HICS
Industrial Engineering 2002 Regions 3/4 IIE Student Conference
Industrial Engineering Department Scholarships
Industrial Engineering Design Competitions
Industrial Engineering Logtech Project
Industrial Engineering NACME
Industrial Engineering Para Research
Industrial Engineering Para Research Unrestricted
Industrial Engineering Scholarships
Industrial Engineering Sloan Foundation Graduate Stipend
Industrial Engineering Sloan Foundation Supplies/Misc
Industrial Engineering Sloan Foundation Travel
Industrial Engineering/Development/Management for Process Prod Development
Industrial Systems Engineering Student IIE Chapter
Institute of Transportation Engineers
Intel Undergrad Research Program
Intel Undergraduate Research
ISE Senior Design Project
Jackson Scholarship Endowment
James Dobson
James F. Garrett Endowed Scholarship
James F. Garrett Scholarship Fund
John Deere Scholars College of Engineering
John H. Williams, AIA Scholarship
Kimberly Clark College of Engineering Scholarships
Kimberly Clark Support Stu Chapter SWE
Kimberly Clark/Student Support Chap ASME
Kimberly Clark/Support Student Chap IEEE
Kimberly Clark/Support Student Chapter NSBE
Kimberly-Clark Co-Op Engineering Scholarships
Landscape Architect Endowed
Lockheed Martin Engineering Scholars
Mark Kithcart's Discretionary Fund
Material Handling Ed Foundation Scholarship
Math & Science Academy
McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Mechanical Engineering Travel Support
Mechanical Engineering Grant
Mechanical Engineering Scholarships
Mechanical Engineering Aero Design Project
Mechanical Engineering Alum Based Project Design & Manufacturing
Mechanical Engineering ASME Student Chapter
Mechanical Engineering ASME Student Fellowship
Mechanical Engineering Association of Manufacturing Students
Mechanical Engineering Auto Racing Program
Mechanical Engineering Caterpillar Design Project
Mechanical Engineering Department
Mechanical Engineering Dow Grant
Mechanical Engineering Dr Pai’s Project
Mechanical Engineering Educational Aid Program
Mechanical Engineering ICAR Competition
Mechanical Engineering ICAR Racing
Mechanical Engineering Mini Baha Car Competition
Mechanical Engineering Minority Scholarships
Mechanical Engineering Multimedia Education
Mechanical Engineering Regional Student Conference
Mechanical Engineering Research Grant
Mechanical Engineering SAE Design Competition
Mechanical Engineering Scholarships
Mechanical Engineering Shell Oil Company
Mechanical Engineering Special Projects
Mechanical Engineering Student Development
Mechanical Engineering Sundaresan Student Project
Mentoring and Tutoring Program
Michelin Corporation Scholarship
Multicore Engineering Lab
NACME INC IGP Scholarship
NACME Scholar Program (Block Grant)
NACME/NASA SSESP
NAFEO Grant
NAMASKAR Award Endowment
NASA Center for Aerospace Research
National Action Council for Minority Engineers
National Engineers Week Unrestricted
National Society of Black Engineers
National Society of Black Engineers Chapter NSBE
NC FIRST Tech Challenge
NCBELS Geomatics Program
NCBELS Geomatics Program Operations Fund
New Engineering Freshman Student Awards
NSF Bridges to Engineering Research Conference
Occupational Safety in Arboriculture
P&G HOME Scholars
Philip Morris Branding Events and Program Support
Philip Morris Branding Events and Student Development
PPG Industries Engineering
Progress Energy Colloquium
Progress Energy Women in Engineering Scholarship
R McNair Memorial Award
RFB C Science Lockheed Martin
RFB C Science Unrestricted
Rockwell Collins Lecture Series
Rockwell Collins Scholarship in Engineering
SAES Aero Design Program
SBE Student Chapter
School of Agricultural SAES Career Expo 2002
Shell Eco Marathon
Shell Oil Co/Diversity Engineering Programs
Six Sigma Educational Opportunity
Six Sigma Workshop
Society of Automotive Engineers
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
Society of Women Engineers
Solon E Summerfield Endowed Scholarship
STARS Presentation
STEM Center of Excellence
Steven D Cook and Anthony TJ Jackson Endowed Fund
Steven K. Sessoms Scholarship
Student Science Enrichment Program
SWE Society of Women in Engineering
Tau Beta Pi Electrical/Computer Engineering Honor Society
Tau Beta Pi Engineering Honors Society
The Biological Engineering Alumni & Friends Scholarship
The Joseph & Sallie Monroe Endowed Scholarship Computer Science
The Julia Antares Scott Endowed Scholarship
The Myers Family and Dominion Resources Endowed Scholarship
The Riversville Foundation Annual Scholarship
The Sharon L Washington-McBryde Memorial Scholarship
The Steven L. Sessoms, Sr. Endowed Scholarship in ISE
The Tiffany Koen Harris Scholarship Fund
The W. A. Streat Endowed Scholarship in A/E
Union Pacific Comp Science & Engineers Scholars
United Negro College Fund Kodak
University NAFEO/Gateway Partnership
UTC Alumni Outreach
UTC Lunch N Learn Series
UTC United Technology Corporation
William D. Smith Endowed Scholarship Fund
Xerox Engineering Scholarships
Xerox Women in Engineering Program